“The sound system”
“I am working for an association in Paris located at the site of an innovative housing project, a collective place
where there are many associations co-existing with migrants who reside there. The 31st of March, we had a big
event in order to present the results of our work for one of our projects. It was a full day event which means that
there were many activities during the whole day. The main event of the day was to present the online gallery that
we have made for the art works collected during this project. That day, I was in charge of the technical tasks. One
of the residents, Ahmed, who had participated once in one of our workshops, came and started helping us
without having been invited to do so. During the presentation of the main event, Ahmed made changes in the
settings of the sound system which I have already set up in order for it to work perfectly. Due to his intervention,
we had some technical sound issues during the presentation. At that time I was on the stage presenting the event
with my colleagues who had worked hard for this project. So I had to run across the room to ask him to stop
messing up with it. He refused; he told me ‘’you don’t trust me?’’ and I told him ‘’ it’s not about trust, but it’s my
job and I am responsible for it’’. Ahmed wanted to keep arguing but I left because the presentation was about
to finish. He kept on messing up with the sound system. Then I went back to him again and strictly asked him –
even if it’s difficult for me- ‘’please, do not touch it’’. He responded ‘’ I am doing it for free, how can you can treat
me like this?’’ and then I warned him that I would leave if he didn’t intend to stop messing up with it. He refused.
I saw him like a spoiled kid who refuses to let go his toy, so I left the room while the presentation was still on”
Paris, March 2019

IDENTITIES OF THE NARRATOR AND THE PERSON(S) TRIGGERING THE SHOCK
is a single 32 years old algerian who's been in France from a year or two. This incident takes place at
a party after a worshop in which the narrator is a trainer and the other person is a participant.

THE NARRATOR

Omar is a 30 years old Egyptian
man, who's a trainer/technical
assistant in a local association.

THE OTHER PERSON(S)

SIMILARITIES / DIFFERENCES

Ahmed is a 23 years old
Tunisian man, who's a
participant of the festival. He
lives on the site where the
association has its offices.

What brings the two men together is their
mother tongues (arabic) and their gender.
Although, they do not share the same age, they
did not spend the same time in France (6 years
for the narrator and only a few months for the
other one), they do not have the same
professional or class status and they also don't
have the same education.
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person is a participant.
The sound system and the technical support was on the
back side of the hall and on the opposite of the stage
where Omar was standing. It was though close to the
food stand where Ahmed was helping with the
distribution of the food provided during the event.

OTHER PEOPLE PRESENT
Several members of the Association: employees,
volunteers, interns. Amongst them: colleagues
with whom Omar has created together the virtual
gallery.
Amongst the volunteers: residents of the homeless
shelter involved in the catering for the event.
Audience attending the opening of the virtual
gallery.

LARGER SOCIAL CONTEXT

PREVIOUS RELATIONSHIP, ANTECEDENTS

It was a cultural event with a special interest in the
presentation of the art works produced during one of
the association’s projects. The art exhibition took place
in an informal context. It was open for a public with
interests related to arts. The informal context of the
event might have given Ahmed the impression that it
was a party or a similar event with no formalities to
respect. So this lack of formality encouraged him to go
and explore the sound system.

Khalid had already participated in several events /
activities of the association. He and Ehab have known
each other for about a year. Khalid has asked Ehab’s
help several times to help him solve issues with his
computer.

FRAMES OF REFERENCES OF THE NARRATOR “Ahmed”
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Ahmed started to make changes in the sound system
settings which Omar has already set up in order to make
it work perfectly and the sound went wrong. Despite the
request of Omar to stop touching the sound system,
Ahmed refused and then Omar left the event.
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Respect of authority: Omar felt irritated
because Ahmed didn’t ask him for any
permission, simply authorized himself to make
changes in the sound settings. For Omar,
intervention on his work without permission is
an intrusion and a disrespect of his autonomy
and professional authority.

Professional solidarity - respect
of the others: Omar decided not to
stop the event and try to solve the
issue alone so that he does not ruin
the moment of the others to be on
the stage and take credit for the
work. However, this choice made
him feel lonely.

Professional identity: Omar takes seriously his
professional tasks and he is committed to their
perfect accomplishment without any errors. He takes
pride in being able to carry them out in autonomy and
expects his expertise and his autonomy to be
respected. When due to Ahmed’s intervention there
is a feedback loop, Omar’s professional identity is
threatened because the sound quality – of which he
was responsible – seemed ruined.

Hierarchy / Authority:
Omar feels in this
situation he has authority
over Ahmed, yet Ahmed
does not respect this and
responds disrespectfully
and does not stop
touching
the
configuration of the
sound system.

Respecting limits: Omar doesn’t want to
compromise and find a meeting point
with Ahmed through negotiation in order
to avoid the conflict. For him, in this
situation it is important to stand up for
his right to be the only one responsible
for this particular task. The fact that
Ahmed can’t respect it, it makes Omar
frustrated and his unwillingness to
negotiate, makes him to leave the room
and miss part of the event.

Loss of symbolic recognition: at the
moment of the feedback loop Omar was on
stage, presenting the virtual gallery for
which he performed the programming
tasks. To remedy the feedback loop he had
to leave stage, and hence could not be there
to take credits for his achievements with his
colleagues. Omar’s anger is a reaction to the
missed opportunity because of Ahmed.

Priority of direct communication style: For Omar it is
important to communicate directly the message with the most
precise and clear way in order to avoid the misunderstandings.
As it is a professional context, he’s also bound by what he
perceives as professional communication codes (not
expressing oneself emotionally or aggressively) and does not
authorize himself to speak to Ahmed in an informal and
unprofessional way even though this latter speaks in informal
way. For this reason, he cannot draw satisfaction from a proper
and proportional reaction to Ahmed’s.

Individualism,
autonomy,
competence: For Omar it is important
to feel he can solve problems alone.
However, in this case, he is not able to
solve it on his own and he feels weak
and helpless. So instead of asking for
help, he gets disappointed and he
decides to give up the conflict and
leave.

FRAMES OF REFERENCES OF THE PERSON AT THE ORIGIN OF THE INCIDENT “Omar”

Ahmed started to make changes in the sound system
settings which Omar has already set up in order to
make it work perfectly and the sound went wrong.
Despite the request of Omar to stop touching the
sound system, Ahmed refused and then Omar left
the event.

“Professional” identity: though Ahmed is not employed
at the moment and may not have official qualifications, he
feels at home with audiovisual technology, in fact one if his
projects is to make short films and record music. Hence
when he heard that the sound is not ideally balanced for
the music, he took control of the sound system and made
adjustments without asking any permission, assuming
that his expertise authorizes him to intervene.

Status / recognition of competences: in Ahmed’s current
situation there are not many occasions where he can
experience competence and being recognized for his
competences Overstepping his tasks as a volunteer in
charge of the food distribution, being involved in a more
complex role like the one of the technical assistant, might
be interpreted by Ahmed as an opportunity to firstly avoid
the stigma and include himself in the same frame of
reference as Omar or the white European participants.

Non formal pedagogy and horizontality: Ahmed participated in several
workshops where Omar was co-facilitator, and he took photos to document
the events of the association a couple of times. Since the association adheres
to principles of horizontality and practices non-formal pedagogy these
interactions had a friendly, non-formal atmosphere. This may have
reinforced Ahmed’s interpretation that he is a friend.

Reciprocity, helping out, being useful:. He might have thought that
stepping in and ‘make changes in the sound settings could a be gesture
of help and solidarity towards his fellow mate who was busy at that
moment being on stage, or even to the Association which involved him
in several activities.

Reciprocity: Ahmed perceived his own actions as helping out, and expected to
be thanked for that, not to be scolded. The difference between the expected
scenario and the received scenario may have triggered the brusque reaction.

Cultural proximity: Ahmed assumes that the common
origin he shares with Omar –both are coming from Arab
countries- is a fundamental element for a kind of
‘’brotherhood’’ to be established. This connection, and
the fact that they are both young, are more important
than the dimensions that separate them. Hence there is a
perceived closeness with Omar.

Authority and distance:
Ahmed doesn’t take into
consideration Omar’s request to stop touching the sound
system, he gets upset because he interprets this request as an
order and he might thought that a friends shouldn’t have any
authority on him in order to give him orders because they belong
to the same status group. Alternatively, he may have perceived
Omar’s words are reminder that they are not part of the same
status group and that there is a hierarchy between them. A
hierarchy that until this moment was disguised in informality.

Friendship, non-formality and spontaneity: in the context of
friendship and non-formality one does not need to ask
permission to take action for joining in or helping someone.
Ahmed touched the or to the perception of closeness and
friendship can be all the more important for Ahmed that the few
interactions he had with Omar during his participation in a
workshop and during his occasional voluntarism as an
established friendship between the two men which permitted
him to step in and take the control of the sound system.
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